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Keynote Session: Communicating Trust in Science

Reported by Michelle English

media, and the public—with the end goal being to foster

Director of Operations, J&J Editorial, LLC

trust. Butterworth spoke about the lack of statistical literacy for some journalists but noted that early career
journalists are now, more than ever, eager and in need of

The 2017 North American Conference kicked off bright and

learning how to accurately interpret and report on large data

early with an invigorating call to arms for advocating the

sets and statistical significance. Butterworth posited that

proper use of statistics in communicating science. Keynote

there is a shortage of statistical editors and spoke about tools

speaker Trevor Butterworth, Executive Director of Sense

that SAS USA is developing to help bridge the gap between

About Science USA (SAS USA), was an impassioned speaker.

researchers and reporters. Through a collaboration with the

He posited that the layperson has had a mistrust of science

American Statistical Association, SAS USA has launched

all the way back to ancient times, but that our recent politi-

a series of interactive workshops aimed at journalists,

cal climate of “fake news” and skepticism surrounding re-

academic journal editors, and researchers. STATScheck is

producibility have not helped. SAS USA’s goal is to improve

a free service that SAS USA has launched for reporters to

the lines of communication between researchers, the

submit questions on how to properly interpret scientific
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studies—their advisory board of some of the country’s top

us on a positive note: The future of reporting lies in accurate

statisticians reviews as many submissions as possible and

reporting of data, and there are clear paths forward to help

helps to provide guidance. Overall, Butterworth’s keynote left

bridge this gap.

The Web Is the New Publishing Platform

Reported by Steve Musser
Sales Representative, Sheridan

Editors and copyeditors benefit too from these tools since
there is an underlying XML structure. This structure, supported by most peer-review systems, allows for automated

While Web-based HTML interfaces have dramatically
changed the online publication of content, upstream ed-

pre-copyedit operations and the ability to track changes,
embed queries, and tag and export XML.
There are a number of systems now available that support

itorial processes have continued to remain basically the
same. The traditional scholarly publishing process typi-

automated page composition. When XML is imported, an

cally begins with authoring in Microsoft Word, peer review

automated, rules-based interface formats text, images, ta-

of PDF files, and production processes embedded in

bles, and equations to a specified journal format. These

typesetting systems and PDFs for proofreading and proof

systems can provide an HTML5-enabled PDF for editor and

review. Mike Hepp, Vice President of Product Development
at Sheridan, offered an overview of scholarly publishing’s
Web platform from authoring, peer review, production, to
online publishing.

author approval and offer WYSIWYG editorial corrections
and the ability to track changes, dramatically reducing the
turnaround time of article approval.

While Microsoft Word has been the default choice for years,

While many of these tools are still distinct products, the

Hepp shared a map of over two dozen writing applications in use

trend towards consolidating these stages within a single

within the scholarly publishing industry. Notable among these

online resource has begun—platforms such as science.ai

applications are Authorea, Overleaf, Fidus Writer, and Texture.

now offer complete editorial and business services for

While the individual features of each application are unique, these

publishers. As new products are adopted, there will be

programs provide authors an online and collaborative publishing
format in a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) format

some chasms to cross before they are mainstream, but it’s

supporting citations, references, equations, and metadata that

clear the Web will soon be the medium for all stages of our

can be published online or exported to peer-review systems.

publishing operations.

The Signal in the Noise: Getting Your Content Noticed

Reported by Lindsey M. Brounstein

who your audience is (who are you trying to reach?) and

Managing Editor, Cellular and Molecular Gastroenterology and

keeping in mind where those people are. He cited a Springer

Hepatology

Nature 2017 survey that indicated that more than 75% of

This session focused on advice and considerations for en-

researchers surveyed “use social media for discovering and/

suring that your promotional activities are reaching your

or reading scientific content.” Additionally, he urged that we

intended audiences and being heard through everything else

keep in mind what we’re sharing (links to content behind

out there being promoted. The session began with George

paywalls can frustrate users) and encouraged visuals to be

Woodward, Senior Publisher of Health & Medical Sciences at

included in such promotion.

Elsevier, who discussed promoting journal content from a

Charlie Rapple, Co-Founder and Sales and Marketing

broad perspective. Woodward advocated keeping in mind

Director at Kudos, took the podium next to discuss five
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specific things to keep in mind when trying to encourage

Finally, Laura Esterman, Editorial Production Manager at

researchers to promote their own content. 1. Make it easy. If

the American Animal Hospital Association, provided ex-

you can boil down the complex task of promoting your

amples of the types of content promotions her society

work to something that is simple and measurable, says

does in order to engage a wider audience. She discussed

Rapple, then authors are more likely to take advantage. 2.

how her journal creates toolkits and other free, down-

Show value. Authors won’t put in the effort, even if it’s just a

loadable material for veterinarians and also, in some cases,

few clicks, if they don’t think they’ll get anything out of it.

for the general public. Her journal also utilizes veterinary-

Show them why it’s worth their time. 3. Provide support.

specific and public-facing content for many additional

Authors will be more encouraged to promote their work if

platforms. Some of them are more widely used, like

they feel that you are supporting, matching, and ampli-

Facebook, but others are less widespread in the journal

fying their efforts. Here, Kudos served as an excellent

sphere, like YouTube, blogs, and podcasts. They have also

example of how they monitor which authors are using the

taken a freemium model with some of their content, where

promotional tools so that journals can provide hands-on

individuals can download a single item—an Excel template

support. 4. Make it personal. Personal, tailored messages to

for account balancing in a private practice—but can pay to

authors work better than generic, boiler-plate text. 5. Make it

receive full educational materials regarding the use of the

fun. Games, competitions, and hashtag campaigns were

free products. Lastly, the journal was not shy about part-

among some possibilities. Consider including a small prize (a

nering with other groups for collaborations or endorse-

$20 voucher or even a charitable donation, for example) to

ments where appropriate and in which both parties would

encourage participation.

stand to benefit.

Career Evolutions in Scholarly Publishing: No Path Is the Same

Reported by Kimberly J. Retzlaff

work in book design, copyediting and proofreading, books

Senior Editorial Manager, American Water Works Association

and journals production, and peer review.
Another key to success in the workplace is learning to

There is no right or wrong career path in scholarly publishing

manage conflict, said Zsolt Silberer, Director of Publishing

and its various facets, from editorial to production to mar-

at the American Water Works Association. He added that

keting and more—which is one of the things that makes it so

it’s important to be thoughtful in all communications, in-

interesting. People come into scholarly publishing from all

cluding email.

different backgrounds and with a variety of skills and strengths,
so there are countless ways to be successful.

When asked what skills are needed in today’s workplace,
Silberer suggested developing electronic efficiencies and an

“Figure out what your strengths are, and figure out how

understanding of the tools used in digital publishing, which

you can apply them to what you want to do,” said Sarah

can lead to new opportunities. While he went to school for

Forgeng, Editorial Process Manager for the Journal of In-

microbiology, Silberer also had a knack for technology and

vestigative Dermatology. She noted that success for her is

used that to land his first publishing job at Thomson Reuters.

about constantly learning, growing, and enjoying her work. In

Since then, he’s had jobs across educational publishing,

her roles in event planning, marketing, and editorial man-

technical books, and indexing and databases.

agement, she learned that skills translate across job types to
help promote growth.

Hogan agreed with Silberer’s recommendation, adding
that coding skills are becoming more important as well

Benjamin Hogan, Regional Manager of Peer Review at

because of the ways publishing is being redefined. Hogan

Wiley, added, “Be open to change. Change is scary, but use

also stressed the importance of project management skills.

your skill sets to get through it.” Hogan adapted quickly to

Forgeng added that learning how to budget can help you at

change when he entered scholarly publishing, where he

any stage of your career, whether you are budgeting time

learned that he wouldn’t necessarily be spending his time

or money.

reading slush piles and annotating manuscripts. He has fo-

There is no shortage of skills to develop in the world of

cused on using his project and client management skills to

publishing, but ultimately it’s the people and the work that
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drive professionals to stay in this realm. “Worry about what

Silberer added, “There are different aspects of work you

you can control,” Hogan said. “And, relax. We work with

can undertake. In scholarly publishing, people feel like they’re

some of the smartest people in the world, but we know our

giving something back to society. We are the voice of

world. Be confident.”

science.”

Demystifying Copyediting

stressed that it’s not a copy editor’s job to have subject

Reported by Michelle English

matter expertise on a paper, and that anything substantive
What happens to a paper after it’s accepted? In this

would need the eyes of an editor. After all, they copyedit

session, both speakers spoke about their perspectives on

peer-reviewed manuscripts that have been accepted by

copyediting best practices, current technologies used,

editors in that field of research. It is, however, a copy

and management strategies for both small and large

editor’s job to adhere to both conventional and house

publications. It was interesting to learn about what can

style guides. It was really interesting to see slides showing

be done using automated manuscript preparation tools/

the difference between a light and heavy copyedit

software.

Co-

using track changes in Microsoft Word. Snell spoke

ordinator at Sheridan, said that many automated func-

about why maintaining a house style guide is important,

tions can be performed before a copy editor really needs

but both speakers agreed that there’s a delicate balance

to delve into a manuscript—things such as reference

between a guide that is too lengthy or not specific

restructuring, citation matching/linking, XML tagging,

enough. Lastly, Congdon and Snell talked about what

some standard formatting, and global search and replace

copy editors need from other journal stakeholders:

Vicky

Congdon,

Senior

Copyediting

for journal-specific rules. No paper is the same—copy

clear communication on what they’re doing right (or

editors can be tasked to do light edits, heavy edits, ESL

wrong), constructive criticism, and effective feedback

edits, or sometimes even editing figures and tables. Kirby

loops on changing policies, author guidelines, or internal

Snell, Senior Copy Editor at J&J Editorial, and Congdon

protocols and workflows.

Polish Your Peer Review Process

Reported by Jodi Harrell
Editorial Support, Research Square

Danielle Padula, Community Development Manager, and
Brian Cody, Co-Founder and CEO, at Scholastica presented on how to perform an operational audit of your
current peer review processes. An audit doesn’t have to
be overly complex. From the beginning, Padula and
Cody emphasized the importance of keeping it simple.
Another critical piece is getting buy in from everyone
involved, which increases accountability and can neutralize any power struggles that may result from trying

www.ISMTE.org
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to change the status quo. If you’re unsure of how or

may not be aware that these types of submissions are

when to start, pick a date and put it on the calendar now.

decreasing.

This will allow you to be proactive instead of reacting to
a crisis.
The presenters offered several ideas for key metrics
including submission volume, reviewer statistics, and

Look at recurring trends, but remember the seasonality of
working in an editorial office. Reviewers may be less responsive
at certain times of the year, so try to keep that in mind when
looking at the big picture.

editor performance. Try to pick one to three metrics

Again, keep it simple and try to avoid tracking so many

that everyone cares about and are easy to understand,

things that you forget what’s most important. Make your

instead of 10 to 20 that may be difficult to grasp quickly.

goals achievable and break them into incremental steps.

What’s most important, however, is knowing what it is

Ideally, assign ownership of different tasks to others and

you’re trying to understand and letting that inform your

clarify who is accountable for what. Everyone should know

audit. For example, instead of looking at overall sub-

what their role is. Finally, don’t wait until your annual review

mission volume, look at the submission rates for differ-

to revisit. Plan to review your progress on a monthly basis

ent manuscript types. The health of your journal may

and make any necessary changes.

largely be dependent on a growing number of research
articles, but if you don’t drill beyond the surface, you

Zapier, Bitly, Google Keep, Hitask, and SurveyMonkey were
mentioned as useful tools to support your audit.

The Birth of a Journal: How to Start a New One

Reported by Sarah Forgeng

is also important to consider metrics when starting a

Editorial Process Manager, Journal of Investigative Dermatology

journal. A new journal will not receive an Impact Factor for
at least two years, so there has to be a plan in place to

Every year, there are more and more journals, even as

attract good research. Altmetrics can be useful for this, as

library budgets are shrinking. It can take three to five

can leveraging the reputations of editorial board mem-

years for a journal to turn a profit, so why are there so

bers or a society.

many new titles? Lindsey Brounstein, Managing Editor of

Dawn Angel Floyd, Managing Editor of The Journal of

Cellular and Molecular Gastroenterology and Hepatology,

Allergy and Clinical Immunology: In Practice, discussed

shared the American Gastroenterological Association’s

starting a new journal from the editorial office’s perspec-

(AGA) rationale behind introducing a new journal, as

tive. Items that must be considered include the composition

well as other potential reasons to launch a new title. In

and structure of the editorial board, the size of the editorial

the AGA’s case, creating a new journal addressed an

office, how submissions will be collected, and the operating

unmet need in the field of gastroenterology. A lot of good

costs of running the new journal. Once these are consid-

science was being rejected, and the research was ulti-

ered, there are still more decisions to make. Policy decisions

mately being published outside the field. Brounstein

include the format of peer review and building author and

presented some of the key steps involved in creating

editor guidelines. Publication decisions involve everything

the new journal, from developing a business model,

from how forms will be collected to selecting a cover

recruiting the Editor-in-Chief, to ultimately attracting

and design for the new journal. Floyd also recommended

submissions.

putting a process in place for rapidly dealing with sub-

Cathy Krendel, Senior Editor at Wiley, then presented

missions that are out of scope, noting that investigators will

some of the nuts and bolts that publishers consider when

not be able to compare their work to previously published

building a business model. There is a cost to peer review

articles.

and publishing, and every decision affects those costs.

Starting a new journal can be a daunting task. This

Will the journal publish in print or online only? How often

session highlighted society, publisher, and editorial per-

will it publish? Will the journal sell subscriptions, or will it

spectives, sharing real-world examples and providing

be part of a larger deal? For many societies, a journal

practical advice for anyone considering launching a new

is a both a source of income and a key member benefit. It

journal.
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Tools Roundup

Reported by Julie Nash

database, while individuals can quickly design their own cre-

ISMTE President-Elect, Senior Partner at J&J Editorial, LLC

ative abbreviations/text expansions. To get started with text

Meghan McDevitt

expansion, choose from a variety of inexpensive programs

Managing Editor, The Journal of Pediatrics

such as TextExpander, PhraseExpress, Breevy, and aText. Text-

Victoria White
Managing Editor, Psychosomatic Medicine

Craig Lincoln
Managing Editor, J&J Editorial, LLC

Tammi Titsworth
Editorial Management, IEEE Internet Computing

expansion apps are easy to learn and can improve productivity,
help standardize language used over time and across teams,
and reduce typos or other content errors.
Effective communication is important in most roles, but
especially so for managing editors. Craig Lincoln, Managing
Editor at J&J Editorial, LLC, presented on an app called Slack,
which is a free chat tool that enables conversation and
collaboration. He presented on Slack’s functionality, allowing

Ever wonder what tools other managing and technical edi-

users to filter conversations into channels so important

tors use to make their lives easier? The North American

messages don’t get lost in the noise of others, and how

ISMTE Conference Committee asked society members that

private groups allow a small number of users to collaborate

question. Based on the replies, the committee selected four

without bothering anyone else with needless messages.

speakers to discuss tools they use in their offices to improve
their productivity and make communication more efficient.
Meghan McDevitt, Managing Editor of The Journal of
Pediatrics, spoke about Google Drive and how it can be used
as a tool in the editorial office. Google Drive can be used to
store, share, and collaborate on projects across multiple
platforms and devices. Sharing files through Google Drive is
simple and offers many options for customizing settings for
granting permission and access. End users do not require a
Google Account to access shared files, avoiding the hassle of
remembering usernames and passwords. Collaboration in real
time is easy when using Google’s suite of programs such as
Google Docs and Google Sheets. Changes are saved automatically and a robust revision history reduces any version
control issues. Files easily can be converted to and from
Microsoft Office, and Google Drive syncs seamlessly across
desktops, tablets, and mobile devices. There is even a way to

From there he described some of Slack’s advanced features,
such as file sharing and even phone calls with video, although
the free version does limit some of these. He closed by
listing a few of Slack’s limitations, notably that messages
aren’t saved permanently in the free version, meaning one
can only go back to the last 10,000 messages, and that the
supposed unlimited number of users actually appears to have
a limit (around 8,642 in 2015). If your group is looking for a
communication tool to bring remote employees closer and to
make collaborating easier, Slack may be a good solution.
Although editors are quite comfortable as wordsmiths and
use linear, verbal outlines to make their points, most people
are visual learners. There are times when editors need to
reach their audience succinctly—and visually—to communicate ideas or concepts. Thus, Tammi Titsworth, Editorial
Management at IEEE Internet Computing, spoke about

work on and access files offline. While Google Drive might not

MindNode, a fun and useful app for managing editors trying

replace the editorial office’s network drives and file folders, it

to represent relationships, ideas, or concepts visually (es-

is a useful additional tool for sharing and collaborating.

pecially in presentations). The app works using a “mind

Text, text, and more text: Managing editors handle words

mapping” model; teachers often use mind mapping in

and documents all day long and often must type the same word

classrooms as a way to help students brainstorm and visually

combinations repeatedly. Victoria White, Managing Editor of

connect disparate ideas into a logical, cohesive argument.

Psychosomatic Medicine, presented an overview of custom-

The MindNode app is available for all Apple devices and

izable text-expansion apps that enable users to assign ab-

offers an intuitive touchscreen interface, so that the user can

breviations to chunks of text. Type in the abbreviation and the

tap, add, connect, or type with a simple peck of their fingers.

desired text appears on the screen. Text expansion will work in

A nice feature of MindNode is that it is accessible and usable

almost any environment, including email, Microsoft Word

on an iPhone without the Internet. The user also can in-

(and similar word-processing programs), Web browsers, and

corporate photos or screenshots from their phone’s iPhoto

spreadsheets. Teams can share a common text-expansion

library into a MindNode map. Once the user has designed a

www.ISMTE.org
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MindNode map, it can be exported as a PDF or screenshot or

or Keynote). For examples of how others have used MindNode

copied into the iPhoto library and pasted into presentations

to visualize ideas and create more compelling presentations,

(using common presentation software such as PowerPoint

visit https://mindnode.com.

Excel Tips and Tricks

Reported by Michelle English

tables, mail merges, conditional formatting, and, my favorite,
the concatenate function. The concatenate function is used to

Lindsey Brounstein, Managing Editor of Cellular and Molecular

combine data from two cells into one. I’ve already used this one

Gastroenterology and Hepatology, led the post-lunch crowd

since leaving the workshop for combining columns of first

through an interactive workshop of Microsoft Excel tips and

name and last name into one. Brounstein showed us that even

tricks. I would typically describe my relationship with Excel as

when she didn’t know the exact answer to audience questions

being “frenemies”; however, I left the session armed with a

that “Google is your best friend!” She let us know that she’s self-

bunch of new tricks up my sleeve. The workshop was in-

taught in Excel—previously coming from a background in the

teractive, so we all pulled out our laptops and used a few of the

humanities. I came away from this session feeling like it would

pre-made Excel templates that Brounstein made available for

be a worthwhile investment to spend a little extra time learning

us to download. As Brounstein described how to input for-

some of these shortcuts and formulas to save myself time in the

mulas, we were able to test it out ourselves. We covered pivot

long run.

Field Guide to Collecting, Interpreting, and Communicating Editorial Report Data

Reported by Laura Kathleen Brashear

When creating the report, visualizing the data in a way that

Managing Editor, Journal of Veterinary Emergency & Critical Care

tells a story is important. Different types of data need to be

and Veterinary Pathology

summarized in different ways.
She gave a thorough example of the “Anatomy of a Report,” breaking the report into sections and giving the goals

Jen Mavzer, Consultant from the Coronis Group, presented
on editorial reporting. She suggested using the scientific
method to guide reporting practices, creating defined
questions with measurable outcomes. She discussed three
types of metrics: performance metrics, progress metrics, and

of each section and examples of information and possible
visualizations.
At the end of the session, she talked about whether
reports (or parts of a report) are made public or kept

diagnostic metrics, with descriptions and examples. Un-

private, archiving reports and data for later use, and the

derstanding what you are measuring and what your goals are

possibilities for future sharing of reporting data among

for that data shapes your report.

journals.

Plenary Session: The Ethics of Preprints

Reported by Michelle English
Closing out the first day to a packed room was an interactive

the beginning to describe their expertise surrounding preprints and the current landscape of preprints. While many of
the biological sciences communities have just started to

panel session about the ethics of preprints. Martyn Rittman,

embrace preprints, the physics community has been effec-

Director of Preprints.org, and Jennifer Lin, Director of

tively using preprints for decades. Now that preprints are

Product Management at Crossref, both took a few minutes at

gaining widespread popularity, there seem to be many

www.ISMTE.org
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questions surrounding their use, their relationship to the

answers to some of the questions, with Rittman noting that

corresponding peer-reviewed print article, and the ethical

this is still very much uncharted territory. When asked about

issues that may come up when unvetted research is posted

the future of preprints, panelist Lin posited that “things are

publicly for anyone to view. As I moderated this session,

going to get very messy before they get better” and that over

dozens of questions came pouring in via the interactive

time we’ll find and develop best practices for preprints.

conference app, as well as attendees eagerly raising their

Rittman predicts that submissions to preprints will steadily

hands. Audience members were interested in the panelists’

grow, and that best practices might end up varying by dis-

perspectives on what to do about “bad science” being

cipline. Rittman believes that for the time being, preprints

presented in preprints, DOIs, and what happens once the

and traditional journals will coexist in the same space. The

preprint is published in a peer-reviewed journal, including

consensus of attendees I spoke with during the conference is

article linking, ownership and copyright, and effect on cita-

that preprints are currently a Pandora’s box of questions, and

tions. It was great to see that the panelists didn’t agree on the

an exciting thing to watch develop in the coming years.

Plenary Session: News and Notes Session

Jody Plank, Senior Peer Review Analyst at the American

Reported by Julie Nash
John Sack

Chemical Society (ACS) gave the next presentation. The

Founding Director, HighWire Press, Inc.

Publications Division of the ACS announced the debut of

Jody Plank

ACS Reviewer Lab, an online course created to help educate

Senior Peer Review Analyst, American Chemical Society

Donald Samulack, PhD
President, US Operations, Editage / Cactus Communications

researchers on the fundamentals of scholarly peer review.
ACS Reviewer Lab features six interactive modules covering
the basics of peer review and publishing ethics, as well as
practical guidance on how to write an informative, highcaliber referee report. Comprehensive guides prepare

This plenary session educated attendees on some new, interesting, and innovative developments from publishing
service providers during the last year. Three different speakers
presented on some new innovations.

users for a final assessment, for which they are rewarded
with a certificate of completion upon achieving a passing
score. The course is free and open to researchers of all

John Sack, Founding Director of HighWire Press, Inc,

disciplines, with those in chemistry-related fields also able to

gave the first presentation. Authors lose time and effort

indicate any interest they may have in reviewing for ACS

when their manuscript is rejected by a journal, and they

journals. To learn more about ACS Reviewer Lab or to take

have to repeat the submission process in subsequent

the online course, please visit www.acsreviewerlab.org.

journals. It is estimated that 15 million hours of researcher

Dr. Donald Samulack, President of US Operations at

time is consumed each year repeating reviews. Both of these

Editage / Cactus Communications, gave the last presentation

challenges could be addressed if journals and publishers

of the session. Publishers are becoming increasingly aware

could transfer manuscripts between publications using dif-

of the importance of the relationship with the author and are

ferent submission-tracking systems. With the growth of

adopting a more author-centric approach by incorporating

cascading workflows, manuscripts are regularly transferred
within a publishing group. But a growing challenge is to
transfer the manuscript (and, optionally, peer-review data)
across publishers and manuscript systems and even to and
from preprint servers.
A group of manuscript-management suppliers has taken up

author support services into their workflows, increasing outreach through author education, and trying to understand the
challenges authors face. This presentation presented interim
results of a global survey featuring author opinions about
journal processes, time to publication, open access, and

this challenge and is working to develop a common approach

more. The survey, being conducted by Editage Insights, has

that can be adopted across the industry. Their result is the

been released in English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and

Manuscript Exchange Common Approach (MECA), which is

Portuguese. The survey is still ongoing and can be found here.

described on this website: http://manuscriptexchange.org.

The interim report of the results can be downloaded here.
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Copyright Bootcamp—Fair Use; Agreements to Support Publisher Processes

Reported by Steve Musser

While authors have the exclusive right to control their
work, those rights are divisible and copyright can be
assigned to other parties—for us, most notably publishers.

“What is copyright?” Jon Tandler, Attorney at Sherman &

Publishing agreements come in many forms and there are no

Howard, LLC, asked our audience of editors and publishers. As

standards, but the “grant of rights clause” defines what

we quickly learned, it is the exclusive legal right given to an

“rights of copyright” the author grants to the publisher.

originator or an assignee to print, publish, perform, film, or record

In trade publishing agreements, the author generally re-

literary, artistic, or musical material and to authorize others to do

tains copyright, granting the publisher the exclusive rights

the same. But we learned far more in this two-part workshop...

they need to sell and license rights to the literary work. The

Our first session reviewed how the Copyright Clause of the US

grant is in consideration of the publisher’s costs for publi-

Constitution, giving authors exclusive rights to control the ex-

cation and the payment of royalties to the author.

ploitation of their work, stands in contrast with the First Amend-

Journal publishing agreements differ substantially from

ment’s right to free speech. Free speech’s interest is necessary for

those of trade publishing. The journal article model serves the

democracy; copyright’s interest is necessary to promote the in-

academician who determines to publish in his/her area of

terest of creators. And both legislations are clear that there is a gray

expertise for no consideration other than being published,

area of constitutional balance in between known as “fair use.”

with no fee or financial transaction. Most frequently the as-

Fair use is determined by four factors:
1. The purpose and character of the use, including
whether commercial or nonprofit.
2. The nature of the copyrighted work.
3. The amount of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work.
4. The effect of use upon the potential market for the
copyrighted work.

signment of copyright is granted in its entirety with authors
retaining only a nontransferable right to post the article internally and share with colleagues.
Why the difference between the two models? We’re not
entirely sure, but a primary difference is that a journal is a
collective work rather than a full-length literary work. One
publisher noted that “ownership of a copyright by one central
organization tends to insure maximum protection against
unauthorized use.”

Fair use attempts to balance one’s use of another’s protected

Nevertheless, your publishing agreement is a reflection

copyrighted expression in order to advance one’s ideas.

of your organization and processes. It should reflect

Punctuated with examples from Tandler, we learned what

business and financial models, manuscript submission

constitutes copyright infringement and what constitutes fair

review and editorial processes, and the quality of care and

use. Firmly grasping the concepts of copyright and fair use

detail in the contract and service to your authors. It’s im-

we moved to the second part of our session, “Agreements to

portant to build careful contracting and publishing into

Support Publisher Processes.”

your culture.

Honing Your Presentation Skills for Sharper Delivery

Reported by Laura Kathleen Brashear

Bradley-Springer compared presenting with teaching and
emphasized that the goal of teaching was to change behavior.
Presenters should have a clear goal for what they want the

Dr. Lucy Bradley-Springer, Associate Professor Emerita at

audience to learn and establish three or fewer main points,

the University of Colorado Denver School of Medicine, and

using repetition and engaging the audience using a variety of

Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the Association of Nurses in

methods including activities, pictures, and appropriate jokes.

AIDS Care, shared strategies for effective presentations.
Session attendees broke into pairs to talk about “why, what,
and how” they present, and then shared in a group discussion.

www.ISMTE.org

She also offered strategies for keeping PowerPoint visuals
simple and relevant and tips for effective use of handouts to
supplement visuals for a presentation.
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What Is Impact, Really? How to Interpret Metrics for Your Journal
Reported by Kimberly J. Retzlaff
If there’s one thing to keep in mind when using metrics to evaluate
a journal’s impact, it’s that there is no single metric that tells a full
story. This according to Jen Mavzer, founding partner of the
Coronis Group, a consulting firm that provides guidance to editorial teams, professional associations, and scholarly publishers.
Metrics are informed by the index or citation database
that stores the information, of which there are three main
players: Web of Science (WoS), owned by Clarivate Analytics; Scopus, owned by Elsevier; and Google Scholar,
which is curated by Google.
WoS “is generally the gold standard for bibliometric evaluations,” especially in scientific and technical fields, Mavzer
said, because it has strong historical coverage and provides
real-time data on how articles are doing in terms of citations.

peer-reviewed content because it counts news and

The purpose of citations is to “trace intellectual lineage,” she
added. “I like to think of them as scholarly jet streams. You can
see where things have been.”

commentary in the denominator.
•

Google Scholar relies on the h5-index to rank journals and is a very immediate citation calculation.

Generally speaking, metrics can be divvied up into three

The h-indexes go up over time, giving older

categories: journal-level (e.g., Impact Factor, CiteScore, SJR

researchers a bit of an edge. For a young researcher,

[SciMago Journal Rank]), article-level (e.g., citation counts,

divide by the number of years they’ve been “active”

relative citation ratio, altmetrics), and author-level (h-index,

in publishing.

i10-index, m-para). Mavzer discussed the pros and cons of
many metrics. Here’s a short summary:
•
•
•

The Impact Factor (WoS) is good for comparing

Editors can use metrics to evaluate a journal in terms of its

a journal with others in its field but not across fields.

field and to look at specific articles or authors. Metrics can

The Immediacy Index (WoS) indicates how quickly

be used to visualize relationships, to learn why the Impact

content is cited the year it is published.

Factor rises or falls, and to help inform decisions regarding

Eigenfactor (Journal Citation Reports) creates a closed

content or strategy (if taken in context).

system—who’s citing what—and measures relation•

•

To use bibliometrics well, Mavzer has three recommen-

ships between journals.

dations. First, consider the context because citation behavior

SJR, which is similar to the Eigenfactor, is a network-

varies dramatically by field. Second, understand that there is

based metric that is meant to rank all journals in re-

no one-size-fits-all metric; it’s important to start with

lation to each other. It is good for engineering and the

a question and then figure out which metric will best answer

arts and social sciences because it is based on Scopus.

it. Finally, “do not conflate journal level metrics with article

CiteScore (Scopus) uses three years of citation

performance,” Jen said. “Don’t paint one with the sins of the

data and tends to reward journals that publish a lot of

other.”

Social Media Success Stories
Reported by Sarah Forgeng

month? Katie Murphy, Assistant Managing Editor and Social
Media Manager for Genetics in Medicine, shared this statistic

Did you know that 98% of online consumers between the ages

to highlight the reach of social media in everyday life. As

of 16 and 64 say they have visited a social media site in the last

people search for news, they are increasingly turning to social

www.ISMTE.org
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media to find information. As a result, social media should be

to build your team and some of the key questions you need

part of your journal’s strategy for spreading content. Murphy

to ask when shaping your strategy. Who is your audience?

reviewed several key metrics on different platforms and

Where are they? Do you measure success by the number of

shared her personal experience promoting content. Taking

clicks or the engagement of your target community? In

the time to understand your readers and their behavior

addition to planning your media mix, Mueller emphasized the

online can yield substantial results. Murphy suggested dif-

importance of planning employee media guidelines and

ferent ways to make your content work for your audience,

deciding when to abandon a platform as part of your strategy

such as enlisting an editor to provide a brief, easy-to-read

before you need them. She then shared some of the AWWA’s

introduction to posted material. She also provided examples

experiences with the limitations and opportunities presented

of how paid advertising can support your social media

by several social media platforms. For example, while

strategy. Making the case for including advertising in your

Instagram is not a good platform for getting viewers to click

marketing mix, Murphy presented a sample budget to il-

through to an article, it can be used to foster community

lustrate how a carefully planned strategy can provide a

online. This can be critical as many societies are seeing de-

significant return on a small investment.

clining membership numbers as younger generations be-

Deirdre Mueller, Senior Communications Manager for the
American Water Works Association (AWWA), echoed Murphy’s

come decreasingly interested in joining a professional
society.

message that social media is becoming increasingly impor-

Attendees were able to walk away from this session with

tant in how journals communicate with readers. “Social media

examples of how specific campaigns succeeded on different

is a job,” she said, highlighting the steps needed to build a

platforms, pointers on building a strategy, and information to

successful strategy. Beyond a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,

build the case for resources needed to support success on

opportunities, and threats) analysis, Mueller discussed how

social media.

Journal Whitelist / Blacklist and the Author Perspective

Reported by Jodi Harrell

most blatant characteristics of predatory journals are common
sense to most editorial offices. For example, using a Yahoo or
Gmail account to solicit submissions, having a website full of

Dr. Ben Mudrak, Global Communications Manager at Research

spelling or grammar errors, or one that lacks transparency about

Square, discussed the existence of a growing number of pred-

author guidelines or the submission process. The onus, then, is

atory journals and how they’re able to mislead authors. With

largely on the author to verify the legitimacy of a journal.

nearly 40,000 journals worldwide, it’s increasingly difficult for

The industry has tried to solve this problem with the use of

researchers to distinguish between reputable, high-quality

whitelists and blacklists, but each have their own flaws. Good

journals and those that may be trying to mislead them. Dr.

journals sometimes get mischaracterized as bad ones, and the

Mudrak provided several examples of this “sophistication of

work to create and maintain a credible whitelist requires an

trickery” including modifying an existing journal’s name and logo,

evaluation of all journals and is never ending. One notable

using false metrics such as “global” or “universal” impact factor,

blacklist is Cabells’ list, while the Mulford Library site serves as

and creating a phony website for a print journal with no online

somewhat of a whitelist as a repository of author guidelines for

presence. These bad actors are then able to mislead authors into

journals in the medical and life sciences.

submitting payment or may disappear altogether once a paper is

An interesting discussion followed about what can, and

submitted. The consequences for authors can be grave. Re-

should, be done to safeguard authors against predatory journals

search that is previously published in a bad journal cannot always

and minimize their impact. One notable takeaway was the idea

be retracted and/or published elsewhere. Not to mention the

that good journals should strive to the highest possible standards

wasted time, resources, and opportunity to publish good work.

as a way to create a larger, perhaps more noticeable, discrepancy

Tom Lang, from Tom Lang Communications and Training

between the good and the bad. As with many sessions at ISMTE

International, provided guidance on how to establish legitimacy

this year, a big takeaway was the importance of education and

and not make the same mistakes as predatory journals. The

training, especially among early-career scientists.

www.ISMTE.org
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Best Practices in Handling iThenticate Reports

Reported by Lindsey M. Brounstein

handling these reports across more than 50 journals over the
last four years. One key point was determining where in the

This session focused on recent product updates for Crossref’s

submission process to run manuscripts through the iThenti-

Similarity Check tool (formerly known as CrossCheck), pow-

cate software. For Coghill’s journals, the decision was made to

ered by iThenticate, as well as some best practices for using

screen all revised manuscripts, in order to ensure that minimal

the information provided by these reports as utilized by the

time was wasted on manuscripts that would ultimately be

American Chemical Society (ACS).

rejected. The next important question to consider was what to

To start the session, Jennifer Lin, Director of Product

use as a similarity threshold (the point at which editors would

Management at Crossref, provided an update on Similarity

be expected to take a closer look at the Similarity Check re-

Check, Crossref’s tool for detecting similarities between

port). For ACS, data on report indices and editorial actions

content submitted to a journal and content that is already

were collected over a nine-month pilot, at which point they

published, powered by Turnitin’s iThenticate technology.

were able to identify the similarity index threshold at which

After the very helpful explanation of several branding changes

editorial action is likely to occur. This allowed Coghill’s team to

over the years, Lin explained how to ensure that your journals’

provide a guideline for the editors on when a thorough ex-

content is being indexed within iThenticate, even if your

amination of the report would be needed, and therefore

journal operates under a subscription model. She then ex-

minimize time spent reviewing reports on which action was

plored recent and upcoming developments in the iThenticate

extremely unlikely to be needed. Additionally, the editors of

software, including translated user interfaces, increased file

the ACS journals “took an educational rather than punitive

size limits for submission services, document-to-document

approach” with authors when action was needed, placing

comparisons, updates to similarity score calculations (bibli-

emphasis on originality and often encouraging authors to

ography word count is now excluded from the overall simi-

submit revised manuscripts.

larity percentage), and more.

Although these specific benchmarks and practices worked

Next, Anne Coghill, Manager of Peer Review Operations at

for ACS, Coghill encouraged others who use Similarity Check,

the ACS, spoke about her experiences with Similarity Check

or are interested in adopting it, to be flexible and see what

and what her team has determined to be the best practices for

makes sense for their own journals and workflows.

Plenary Session: The Evolution from Open Access to Open Science

Reported by Steve Musser

tenth anniversary in 2017. It is complemented by six additional journals in biology and medicine.
PLOS transformed the publishing landscape and spurred

Beginning in the early 2000s and especially in the 10 years

the growth of many OA publications including Scientific

since the launch of PLOS ONE, the open access (OA)

Reports, Sage Open, PeerJ, F1000Research, and AIP Ad-

movement has brought many changes to the scholarly

vances to name a few. While still relatively young, OA journal

publishing landscape. With OA journals now routinely
deployed by all scholarly publishers, Joerg Heber, Editor-inChief of PLOS ONE, offered his views on the OA industry and
where we are headed.
PLOS is a nonprofit publisher and advocacy organization

revenue represented about 3.2% of the STM publishing
market and about 20% of STM content in 2015.
PLOS now looks to make progress towards open science.
Open science means that all aspects of published research

with a mission to accelerate progress in science and medi-

must be open in order to replicate, reproduce, and build

cine by leading transformation in research communication.

upon. Publishers can support open science by incorporating

PLOS ONE was the first “mega” journal and is celebrating its

open data, detailed open methods and protocols, community

www.ISMTE.org
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review, and author credit based on individual contributions
rather than journal brands.
Open data facilitates replication and validation, better
interpretation of experimental results, and provides for
a better financial and intellectual return on research investment. PLOS partners with protocols.io to support
documentation of methods and protocols in their journals.
Community review can be handled through preprint, which
helps establish publishing priority and accelerate research
communication as well as combating publication bias.
PLOS allows and encourages the use of preprint servers.
Authors are awarded recognition and credit through
the use of the ORCID. Attribution is structured using the
Contributor Roles Taxonomy (CRediT). While not intended to define authorship, CRediT seeks to more clearly
define an authors’ specific contributions to the scholarly
record.
Looking ahead, PLOS seeks to further the open science
movement. They will continue to support early posting of
articles—preprints—along with open and community review.
Registered reporting will ensure the use of best practices
without bias.
Editors’ Note: Photos courtesy of Meghan McDevitt and
Carisa Carbonaro.
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Editor’s Interview with Ira Salkin
Scholarship Winner
EON Co-Editor-in-Chief, Stephanie Kinnan, sat down Jennifer

need in order to make those decisions and to come to a

Mahar, the winner of the ISMTE’s 2017 Ira Salkin Scholarship,

conclusion about what’s going on with that situation. And to

to discuss her career, her relationship with ISMTE, and why

be honest, it’s not always the editors’ problem either. It goes

ethics plays such an important role in the field of scholarly

back to the institution or the Office of Research Integrity (ORI)

publishing.

or other places to handle. I think a lot of managing editors feel
like they have to make some form of decision on what’s going

Congratulations on winning this award. Can
you tell us a little bit about why you applied for
it? Was there something that drew you to this
particular award?
I felt like it was something that was so close to my heart in
terms of what I do on a day-to-day basis and how I’ve parlayed that throughout my career. I’ve been on the Council of
Science Editors (CSE) Editorial Policy Committee for about
12 years. We have discussed everything from FOIA requests
to fielding questions from people from different areas, and
I’ve learned so much being on that committee. I felt like I’ve
been able to then transfer that into education for each one of
the journals I’ve worked on over the last 15 years. That part of
it has been so rewarding to be able to take that knowledge
and apply it in other realms, and I’ve actually, for the past few
years, been heading up the ethics clinic too at the CSE annual
meeting. It’s just something that’s been close to my heart.

In your essay, you talk a bit about your
professional journey. Can you tell us about
your current role?
I oversee a suite of journals, with Kristie [Overstreet], for AIP

on with a paper, and that is not the case at all. We have a
wonderful lawyer on our editorial policy committee who
advises us constantly about cases that have happened in the
courts, and we can see where things are actually getting
played out and where responsibility lies, and those things are
so important when it comes down to our day-to-day life. You
don’t have to be the person that makes the decision, but you
are the gatekeeper for the information. You have to make sure
that everything that you do is on the side of the journal and
that you are retaining your information all along the way.
You’re playing to the minority. Things don’t always happen,
but when they do you want to have your research backed up,
and you want to have everything in place; [for example], that’s
when sending your emails from within your system and not
your personal email become a really important thing, so that
you can document that within the manuscript and not your
email from a job that you may have left seven years ago.

Along those same lines, what advice would you
give to those of us who aren’t sure we are doing
what we should be doing or are a little behind
the trends when it comes to publication ethics?

publishing. We are the umbrella level of management in concern

There’s so much out there. There’s the Committee on Pub-

to the journals. When problems happen, that’s when we jump to

lication Ethics (COPE), which has become this pillar of

action to address these issues, everything from reviewer

knowledge and information to share and help us. It has no

problems to author problems and, of course, ethical issues.

grounds to make any decisions but they can make recommendations, and at least they have fundamental ways of

In your essay, you refer to us in journal
publishing as ‘gatekeepers’ in terms of ethics.
Can you expand on that?

showing you the path you should follow and how you should
step-by-step take it through the process. Those flowcharts
are just amazing, and they’re such a resource. The CSE has a
white paper that can be used by editors, managing editors,

I think it’s been important in terms of showing editors and

editorial assistants, production managers, and even journal

publishers and everyone involved that we have a role to play in

managers handling high-level journals; they can refer to that.

this process. We are not the decision makers, and I think

There are a few publishers who have put out policy books

that’s a very important distinction to make. But we gather all

and white papers. Wiley has one, and Elsevier certainly has a

of the data; we gather all of the materials that all of the editors

module out there. Those are free to all of us to use. And of
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course, encompassing all of that in your online system is vital.

again is the institution suddenly takes hold of an investigation,

You can’t just have these great policies without putting them

and they close ranks. They’re protecting their researcher or

into practice. We tell everybody, you must declare your

their institution. They are protecting the person who brought

conflicts of interest. Well, who’s checking for that? Is your

in four million dollars for a grant. Then we, as the journal who

managing editor expected to check for that? Do you have it

provided all of this information and was a great gatekeeper,

incorporated into your system so that it’s being checked for?

are left out, unless it comes down to be an ORI finding. They’ve

It’s wonderful to create policy, but if you don’t have any work

recently come out with some new findings. I’ve been in the

flow behind it, you’re kind of tanked.

hard sciences for the last four years, so it’s much different; I’m
in physics now. It was funny when I arrived in physics, they

What would you say has been the biggest
development over the last several years
along the lines of publication ethics?

didn’t really think that they had a ton of ethical issues, and
what we’ve seen of course over time is that they are there, and
they’re documented, and they’re on the rise. We are seeing
them more and more on blogs such as Retraction Watch.

One of the biggest things that definitely started raising the bar
was Retraction Watch. It wasn’t that we all didn’t know it was
happening and things were going on, but it put a lot of us on
notice. When you get that call, that’s unnerving, or if you get a
call from the New York Times because they picked up the story.
I’ve worked on a journal that had high publicity, and that is
probably where I started to understand that this was so important in our research, and that was 15 years ago easily. My
editor was called into question, and our practices were called
into question. That’s when I said to myself, I’ve got to learn more
about this. I’ve got to get out there, and I’ve got to expose myself
to what’s going on in our industry so that this doesn’t happen to
other people because they shouldn’t have to feel that they’ve
done something wrong when it’s clearly the researcher who has
responsibility for their own work. It’s not because of a process
or a simple work flow that fell apart if [the researcher] didn’t
declare something. I just think that the simple exposure of this in
the media and in the general public has brought us to a
heightened awareness. I wrote about this in my essay; it’s very
difficult to pinpoint whether or not we are seeing more problems
arise in the literature or if we are simply exposing more problems
in the literature. I think it’s a combination of facts. I mean, there
are certainly more people in the world, but I can’t help but think
that we are just getting better at our jobs and understanding
what’s happening out there. I do think that there is also this really
difficult pressure to publish in other parts of the world, and it’s
here too. People are trying to find out other ways besides the
Impact Factor to account for their work.

Have you seen any pushback from authors or
editors when dealing with ethical problems or
trying to introduce new ways of detecting
these problems?

Switching gears to your involvement with
ISMTE, I know that you have been very involved
over the last several years. How would you say
that ISMTE has helped you in your career; what
has ISMTE done as far as preparing you for
these types of ethical problems; and what
could they be doing better for their members?
I think that ISMTE has for me become a place that I feel
comfortable. It’s a place where I can come and network with
people that I haven’t seen in a year or maybe two. I didn’t
make it to that first meeting. I didn’t know they existed, but
about a year later or two, I realized that they were on the
scene and I made sure I was there. I’m a contractor so I fund
myself to get to these [meetings], and I think that speaks
volumes to what I receive back in terms of what the organization gives to me. I paid to get myself here, which a lot of
people wouldn’t even think about doing because many
work for publishers or societies; I take it out of my pocket.
I’ve always thought at this point in my career, I’m a little bit
on the other side so I’m the contributor to the organization
and trying to help other people. But it never fails, every
single time I come I get something back, either it is seeing
someone, making a connection, or learning something. I
always use this example, it’s so simple but yet I think back to
many years ago, and there was the smallest of tips. It was
date your instructions to authors so that people know that
you are keeping up to date with them, so that you remember
the last time that you updated them, and you don’t think “Oh
my gosh, when was the last time we updated these things?”
It was so simple but yet so profound to me because your
instructions to authors are your bible. It’s the only way you
have to refer back to say “Well, we have this policy here.” It’s

Not from authors, not from reviewers; the pushback always

what you have a leg to stand on if ever have to stand in a

comes from the institution. What we have seen time and time

court of law. If you think about it, it’s not that big of deal, but
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what you put in those instructions is so vital to your day-to-

this?” and that simply takes the burden off of having to be on

day work. [You need to] have something to stand on at the

that island. You’re not on an island. You’ve got hundreds of other

end of the day when you are responding to a very simple

people out there that are doing the same thing, but yet you just

email that somehow blows out of control, and you didn’t

have to find them.

think it was going to get that way. I think that ISMTE has just
become a home to me, a very comfortable home, so that I’m
able to have great discourse and learn a lot each time that I

Please see Jennifer Mahar’s winning essay on the following
page.

come.

Do you have any final words that you would like
to impart to our audience, anything you would
like to leave them with on the topic of ethics or
on ISMTE in general?
I think the best thing that you can do is simply educate yourself.
Get out there; I get numerous [communications]. I receive
Google alerts every single day. I get on Knowledge Speak. I make
sure that I’m emailed Retraction Watch. I make sure that I’m
reading everything that I can. When EON comes out, I pore over
it to make sure that there isn’t something that I have missed. And
the same thing goes for the CSE and Peer Review Congress; they
all have wonderful information. There’s a lot of organizations out
there, and some people are even taking things on the road,
doing some road shows. The CSE has their white paper of course
and does routine webinars. I just don’t think that you can read
enough, but when it comes into practice is when you really need
to fall back on something like COPE. You say “Okay, where in the
flowchart does this take place? What do I do here? Where do I fit
in?” And sometimes you don’t, unfortunately, and that’s when I
jump on Skype. I start asking Kristie or I reach out to Jason
[Roberts], Glenn [Collins], Steve [Cavanaugh], or to another
colleague, and because of this organization, I can do that. So
now having had these amazing people in my life, I’m able to
reach out to them and just say “Hey, what do you think about
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Expectations of the Editorial
Office to Police Publication
Ethics: How It Has Changed
During the Past 10 Years
By Jennifer Mahar

simply stalled or if the spike will continue. Mass retractions due

Managing Editor

to long-term investigation have also risen.2

Editorial Evolution

Peer-review ethics is not discussed as often—we get
caught up in the published articles. Problems that aren’t
outwardly exposed include the internal reviewer conflictof-interest concern deflected during review, author byline
problems that are spotted upon resubmission, and the vigilance of an astute reviewer reviewing the same manuscript

In 2007 I relocated from Nashville, Tennessee back to Boston, Massachusetts—my family was moving home! With
home came a new job at a large publisher. I was now an inhouse Managing Editor for two life science journals, so far
afield from medicine. I was thrilled.

at another journal exposing dual submission. All of these
are a level of policing that we continue to refine as we create
policy and enforcement procedures to ensure these ethical
problems are solved before the articles are published.
Ethics comes in many forms—our policies urge researchers

The road from 2007 to 2017 in publishing has been ex-

to do the right thing; take, for example, data archiving. When

citing. Our journey has been filled with an explosion of new

this policy arrived on the scene, just about 10 years ago, there

ideas, start-up companies, broadened open access, altered

were fields that were resistant to depositing and sharing data.

expectations, and predatory publishers. We’ve had growth

Over the past decade we have seen these policies and data-

and change beyond our expectations in the form of policy,

bases evolve and become more robust3; they have been in-

access, subscription models, marketing, social media, work-

corporated into our workflows, necessitating policy, editorial

flow, and content management, but most near and dear to

office workflow, and editorial enforcement. Other ethics poli-

me in the editorial office for the past 20 years has been

cies that are not consistent, such as byline changes,4 are

publication ethics.

handled differently at every journal and every publisher. Con-

In the past 10 years we have been asked to step up higher

flict of interest isn’t a new ethical concern, but we have con-

and higher in our editorial offices. We have moved beyond

tinued to raise the bar5 in order to promote good practice in our

traditional peer review as we knew it and entered into un-

journals. This again requires policy, workflow, and enforcement.

charted waters: plagiarism checking, funding repositories, and

The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors

documented investigation support. I’ve wondered if the rise in

(ICMJE) released its first conflict of interest form in October

the detection of ethical issues is due to the increase in ethics
cases or if it is because we are more vigilant in our detection.
Ethical concerns have always been part of our world; we are
getting better at detecting them through editorial vigilance
and reader intervention through open discussions, before and
after publication. The growth of journals, submissions, and
research has in turn spawned growth of ethical concerns. We
have leveled off in terms of overall retractions this past year;
there were 664 retractions in 2016 and 684 in 2015, marked
growth over 2014 when there were 500.1 Time will tell if this is

www.ISMTE.org
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of 2009 and updated it in 2010.6 The recommendations on

that the author answered in the online system is then raised

this form had far-reaching implications for our editorial of-

with the appropriate editor, pushed back to the author for

fices. We now would have to collect, upload, verify all authors

correction, and then addressed in the text of their manu-

had provided, and archive these forms. The level that edi-

script? A policy needs to be established and a workflow must

torial offices police the forms varies, but these are still only

follow. More editorial office policing!

forms that must then translate into the published article. This
again necessitates policy, workflow, and enforcement.

iThenticate was born in 2004,10 but uptake was slow;
major peer-review platforms didn’t incorporate this into

What strikes me most is that when there’s a problem, the

their systems until 2008.11 This tool is now an integral part of

journal is put on the defense—we are expected to mediate

many of our workflows. With each new product and method

between authors or provide tools for detection. The truth is

of detection comes the need for a workflow and editorial

that we are gatekeepers trying our best to follow policies and

enforcement of policy.

procedures to evolve to higher expectations in our editorial

Retraction Watch arrived in 2010,12 and now is a lightning

offices. We have learned greatly from our experiences over

rod in our community for policing ethics. I read and receive

this past decade and continue to grow. In the end, the journal

as much news as I can from industry websites, Twitter,

is not responsible for individual authors; they must take re-

Knowledgespeak, Google searches, STAT notifications, and

sponsibility for their research and integrity. We do our best to

beyond, all the while receiving the standard ISMTE, Society for

manage workflows and policies to support good ethics and

Scholarly Publishing, and CSE communications. These all take

will correct the literature when necessary.

time to review and incorporate into our editorial offices. Each

The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) was formed in

article gives me reason to consider how my journals might

19977—hard to believe that it was 20 years ago—but the flow-

handle such issues or how my editor might react, and the ul-

charts in 2006 put them on the map. Here were some true

timate question: Do we have a policy and workflow to address

guidelines for us to follow, tangible and sharable information we

the issue? If you ask your authors to follow a policy, then you

could cite and refer to in the editorial office. For me this was

must be prepared to enforce that policy. Enforcement usually

defining; it was great having a place to point to authoritative

falls to the editorial office. Enforcement translates into polic-

information to share back with my Society, Editors, and Publisher.

ing. The rise in policy definition has given rise to our policing.

The flowcharts are now instrumental in our editorial offices.

In essence, with great resources comes great re-

ISMTE deserves its own mention. It was founded in 2007,8

sponsibility: We must act in the manner that best serves our

and I’d finally found a true home. Everyone at this meeting

journals and our industry, with ethics at the forefront guiding

GOT ME! They discussed topics that mattered in my editorial

our workflows and actions. The resources that we are now

office and beyond. They have raised the bar for handling

afforded have enabled our editorial offices to bring ourselves

ethical issues and brought workflows and policy to light. I

to the next level and beyond. We need to continue to raise

finally had a place to commune with my colleagues, speak to

this bar and use these resources wisely.

things that I am passionate about, and most importantly, a

For our future, there will always be the opportunity for

place where I could learn. This is where things were all brought

education. This is where the next decade needs to take us: into

together over the past 10 years for the editorial office.

universities, medical centers, and even high schools to teach

The Council of Science Editors (CSE) put itself on the

our future scientists that ethics in publishing matters. We

ethics map in 2006 when its first white paper on publication

should police our workflows and policies, we should reach out

9

ethics appeared. I was so proud to be a member of the

to the small journal floating adrift, we should teach researchers

Editorial Policy Committee at that time and part of that

our policies and practices. We need full support from our

historic publication for the CSE. I remain a Committee

editors, and we must defer to the proper authorities when

member and have been involved in the publication ethics

necessary. The Office of Research Integrity, institutional ethical

white paper during the course of its three editions.

review boards, ethics experts within publishing organizations,

The major platforms for peer-review management have

and lawyers will ultimately handle cases. We need more in-

risen to the challenge in this past decade when called upon;

ternational standards for communication, and we need tools to

questions are added to our systems for funding bodies,

assist in figure and table manipulation. Ethical cases have taken

plagiarism checks, conflicts of interest, and bioethics; they

more and more of our time; we put aside day-to-day opera-

assist us in picking up when author order changes and in

tions to investigate, collect data, pore over date-stamped

creating custom questions to pose to authors. But the ulti-

emails, and provide back-up documentation so investiga-

mate question is this: Who is making sure the information

tions can be carried out. These are great responsibilities in and
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of themselves. This has been a dramatic shift in how we police

of interest reporting form. http://icmje.org/news-and-

ethical concerns in our editorial offices.

editorials/updated_coi_jul2010.pdf. Accessed May 4,

Ethics in publishing has become part of our workflow over
the past 10 years. It is our responsibility to uphold high
standards, police the policies and workflows, and look forward to what the next decade has to bring!

2017.
6. ICMJE. Conflicts of interest. http://icmje.org/conflictsof-interest/. Accessed May 5, 2017.
7. COPE. About COPE. http://publicationethics.org/about.
Accessed March 29, 2017.
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Join an ISMTE Local Group Today!
ISMTE Local Groups have formed through the efforts of members who would like to meet with peers and colleagues in
their local area for networking and discussion. Participation is not limited to ISMTE members, and the only cost
associated with participation will be your meal, if the group meets at a restaurant.

Active Groups:
• Boston, Massachusetts

• Oxford, United Kingdom

• Chicagoland Area

• Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

• Heidelberg, Germany

• Rochester, New York

• New York, New York

• Washington, DC Area

• North Carolina - Research Triangle Park Area

• Tokyo, Japan

• Australia

• London, United Kingdom

• Russia

• Kathmandu, Nepal

Visit the ISMTE Local Groups page to join a local group or to find more information.
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Career Development—Looking
Back and Ahead
By Thina Hedbom
Managing Editor
Journal of Internal Medicine

although very few people actually see it. Social media has also
become a part of our work, the Facebook site has quite a few
followers.
JIM continues to give financial support to scientific
meetings, Symposia, and I enjoy working with these. Each
year there is a Key-Symposium, which presents a special
Thina Hedbom published her first EON article in one of our
very first issues in 2008, entitled “Career Change,” about her
experience starting a new career as an assistant editor and
her excitement in finding a society of peers. In honor of
ISMTE’s 10th anniversary, Thina shares a follow-up piece
nearly a decade in the making reflecting on her career development and her continued relationship with ISMTE. View
her original article in the March 2008 issue.
For my job, ISMTE is very important! I have made a lot of

topic. Last year the meeting was about Bio Electronic
Medicine and was at the New York Academy of Sciences. In
the JIM July issue, we proudly published articles from this
meeting by some of the top speakers. I had the pleasure to be
at the meeting, to meet the authors, and also do PR for our
journal. This year, the Key meeting will be on Obesity and Metabolism and will take place in Cambridge, United Kingdom.
Our group of editors is quite small, and many of the editors
have worked for many years for JIM. Eventually, there will be
a change of editors, which will be a challenge.

friends through the organization and EON; the Discussion

One of the reasons I like my job is that it is very in-

Forum and the meetings have been great and continue to be

dependent and the tasks vary. I’m able to work from home,

great.

which is a big responsibility but gives me flexibility. I get in

I work in a small office, so colleagues in the publishing
business are important even if they are far away.

contact with many interesting people, and I feel good about
working for science. I’ve attended some great courses over

I enjoy my work at the editorial office. We are two in the

the years, among these are project management and ad-

office. Over the past 17 years, I have had four colleagues.

ministration and coordination, both very relevant for my job.

Together we have developed the journal to be a successful,

I have other interests. I play saxophone in a symphonic

modern, and highly ranked scientific publication with a current

band; I play violin; I help my husband with our family com-

Impact Factor of 7.98. The editors are, of course, doing the

pany; and we enjoy travelling and being with our family—two

scientific screening and selection of what should be accepted

grown-up sons and their girlfriends. For me, this is a good

and published. At the editorial office, we work on getting

mix, and I want to continue with my job at the journal as long

things from A to B. The website has become more and more

as possible.

important, and we collaborate with our publisher to make it as
good as it can be. JIM is also still published as paper copy,

www.ISMTE.org

ISMTE is and will be a great support and help, and I’m
looking forward to the next conference!
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Committee Update:
Preview of the 2017 European ISMTE
Conference in London, United Kingdom
This year’s European conference will be held at the Copthorne Tara hotel in Kensington, London on the 9th and 10th of November. We will be
continuing the 10th anniversary celebrations, following the hugely successful Asian-Pacific and North American conferences earlier in the year.
We will also be continuing the “Empowering Editorial Offices Around the World” theme of the events, with a series of talks, sessions, and
workshops aimed at providing you with practical tips and constructive discussions that you will be able to apply to your role and daily activities.
We are pleased to feature two exciting plenary sessions during the event. Dave Nicholas will be discussing the second set of data in CIBER’s
global Harbingers of Change project, investigating early-career researcher attitudes towards publishing. Dave will be presenting the first
comparative results of a study that looks set to provide some insightful guidance for publishers in suitably adapting to the needs of the next
generation of researchers.
Catherine Williams (Digital Science) will be leading a panel of high-profile publishers, society journal editors, and platform developers in
a discussion of contemporary dissemination and communication of research and how we can offer authors and readers the support they
need, whilst simultaneously adapting publishing and strategic models to secure long-term success.
David Mellor from the Center for Open Science will be leading a practical plenary session on providing tools for registered reports, data
sharing, and more.
Interactive workshops across the two days will cover topics involving:
• Conducting effective editorial board meetings
• Excel tips and tricks
• Applying journal metrics to editorial development
• How to effectively tender for journal contracts
• Identifying and dealing with image manipulation ethics cases
• Individual performance development plans
• Reporting guidelines and the editorial office
• Artificial intelligence in peer review
The conference will also include:
• Vendor Sessions—Featuring representatives from Authorea, Overleaf, PaperHive, Publons, and ORCiD discussing their latest
innovations, system updates, and services.
• Exchange Forum—Continuing the tradition of our free-form session where attendees can pose questions and offer advice to
their peers.
• Dine Around Dinners—Sign up at the conference to choose a dinner venue.
• Local Group Meeting—Following the Thursday reception, to continue discussions!
We will be using the #ISMTE2017 hashtag on social media to take our characteristically lively discussion of the events around the world.
We will also be using the conference app, which you can use to submit questions in advance of the sessions, view the attendee list, and
access a wealth of conference materials.
Please visit the ISMTE website to view the full conference program and to register today. We look forward to seeing you in London!
2017 EU Program Committee Members:
Duncan Nicholas, DN Journal Publishing Services (Chair)
Diana Epstein, Di-Ep Biomedical Editorial Services (Board of Directors Liaison)
Maria Guerreiro, eLife
Chris Heid, Clarivate Analytics
Sally Howells, The Physiological Society
Miriam Maus, Wiley
Claudia Welburn, Editorial Offices

www.ISMTE.org
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EVENTS

Calendar of Events
STM Frankfurt Conference 2017
October 10, 2017
Frankfurt, Germany
http://www.stm-assoc.org/events/
Mediterranean Editors & Translators Meeting 2017
October 26-28, 2017
Brescia, Italy
http://www.metmeetings.org/
45th EMWA Conference
November 2-4, 2017
Cascais, Portugal
http://www.emwa.org/
Medical Editors Short Course
November 8-10, 2017
Oxford, United Kingdom
https://www.pspconsulting.org/medical-editors/
ISMTE European Conference
November 9-10, 2017
London, England
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate

American Chemical Society Publications
American Institue of Physics
J & J Editorial, LLC
Origin Editorial, LLC
Wolters Kluwer Health Medical Research

ISMTE Asian-Pacific Conference
March 27-28, 2018
Singapore
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate

www.ISMTE.org

Aries Systems Corporation
Compuscript
Editorial Office Ltd
Elsevier
Enago
Oxford University Press
SalientContent, LLC
Taylor & Francis
Technica Editorial Services
Thomson Reuters
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EON

Editorial Office News (EON) is the official newsletter of the
International Society of Managing and Technical Editors
(ISMTE) and is published monthly. The contents and opinions
expressed by the authors do not necessarily represent those
of the Society, the Board of Directors, or EON Editors, nor
does the publication of an article constitute an endorsement
on the part of ISMTE of the authors’ organizations or companies. Submissions are welcome and can be sent to the
Editors at the address below. Submissions may be edited for
style and format without the author’s permission. Authors
must seek permission to reprint any copyrighted material
and provide this permission to the Editors.
EON’s content belongs to the members of ISMTE. Users
may view and download EON articles for personal, noncommercial use. Use beyond that allowed by the “Fair Use”
limitations (sections 107 and 108) of the US Copyright law
requires written permission from the EON Editors.

A note on English: ISMTE aims to be a truly international
society. English will represent our lingua franca, but we would
like to stress that, in materials published in EON or online,
variations in idiomatic usage and spelling should reflect the
origins of the author. No one version of English is preferred over
the other.

10 th Annivers

ary

····························································
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